With the rapid development of artificial intelligence have come concerns about how machines will make moral decisions, and the major challenge of quantifying societal expectations about the ethical principles that should guide machine behaviour. To address this challenge, we deployed the Moral Machine, an online experimental platform designed to explore the moral dilemmas faced by autonomous vehicles. This platform gathered 40 million decisions in ten languages from millions of people in 233 countries and territories. Here we describe the results of this experiment. First, we summarize global moral preferences. Second, we document individual variations in preferences, based on respondents' demographics. Third, we report cross-cultural ethical variation, and uncover three major clusters of countries. Fourth, we show that these differences correlate with modern institutions and deep cultural traits. We discuss how these preferences can contribute to developing global, socially acceptable principles for machine ethics. All data used in this article are publicly available.
We are entering an age in which machines are tasked not only to promote well-being and minimize harm, but also to distribute the wellbeing they create, and the harm they cannot eliminate. Distribution of well-being and harm inevitably creates tradeoffs, whose resolution falls in the moral domain [1] [2] [3] . Think of an autonomous vehicle that is about to crash, and cannot find a trajectory that would save everyone. Should it swerve onto one jaywalking teenager to spare its three elderly passengers? Even in the more common instances in which harm is not inevitable, but just possible, autonomous vehicles will need to decide how to divide up the risk of harm between the different stakeholders on the road. Car manufacturers and policymakers are currently struggling with these moral dilemmas, in large part because they cannot be solved by any simple normative ethical principles such as Asimov's laws of robotics 4 . Asimov's laws were not designed to solve the problem of universal machine ethics, and they were not even designed to let machines distribute harm between humans. They were a narrative device whose goal was to generate good stories, by showcasing how challenging it is to create moral machines with a dozen lines of code. And yet, we do not have the luxury of giving up on creating moral machines [5] [6] [7] [8] . Autonomous vehicles will cruise our roads soon, necessitating agreement on the principles that should apply when, inevitably, lifethreatening dilemmas emerge. The frequency at which these dilemmas will emerge is extremely hard to estimate, just as it is extremely hard to estimate the rate at which human drivers find themselves in comparable situations. Human drivers who die in crashes cannot report whether they were faced with a dilemma; and human drivers who survive a crash may not have realized that they were in a dilemma situation. Note, though, that ethical guidelines for autonomous vehicle choices in dilemma situations do not depend on the frequency of these situations. Regardless of how rare these cases are, we need to agree beforehand how they should be solved.
The key word here is 'we' . As emphasized by former US president Barack Obama 9 , consensus in this matter is going to be important. Decisions about the ethical principles that will guide autonomous vehicles cannot be left solely to either the engineers or the ethicists. For consumers to switch from traditional human-driven cars to autonomous vehicles, and for the wider public to accept the proliferation of artificial intelligence-driven vehicles on their roads, both groups will need to understand the origins of the ethical principles that are programmed into these vehicles 10 . In other words, even if ethicists were to agree on how autonomous vehicles should solve moral dilemmas, their work would be useless if citizens were to disagree with their solution, and thus opt out of the future that autonomous vehicles promise in lieu of the status quo. Any attempt to devise artificial intelligence ethics must be at least cognizant of public morality.
Accordingly, we need to gauge social expectations about how autonomous vehicles should solve moral dilemmas. This enterprise, however, is not without challenges 11 . The first challenge comes from the high dimensionality of the problem. In a typical survey, one may test whether people prefer to spare many lives rather than few 9, 12, 13 ; or whether people prefer to spare the young rather than the elderly 14, 15 ; or whether people prefer to spare pedestrians who cross legally, rather than pedestrians who jaywalk; or yet some other preference, or a simple combination of two or three of these preferences. But combining a dozen such preferences leads to millions of possible scenarios, requiring a sample size that defies any conventional method of data collection.
The second challenge makes sample size requirements even more daunting: if we are to make progress towards universal machine ethics (or at least to identify the obstacles thereto), we need a fine-grained understanding of how different individuals and countries may differ in their ethical preferences 16, 17 . As a result, data must be collected worldwide, in order to assess demographic and cultural moderators of ethical preferences.
As a response to these challenges, we designed the Moral Machine, a multilingual online 'serious game' for collecting large-scale data on how citizens would want autonomous vehicles to solve moral dilemmas in the context of unavoidable accidents. The Moral Machine attracted worldwide attention, and allowed us to collect 39.61 million decisions from 233 countries, dependencies, or territories (Fig. 1a) . In the main interface of the Moral Machine, users are shown unavoidable accident scenarios with two possible outcomes, depending on whether the autonomous vehicle swerves or stays on course (Fig. 1b) . They then click on the outcome that they find preferable. Accident scenarios are generated by the Moral Machine following an exploration strategy that Article reSeArcH focuses on nine factors: sparing humans (versus pets), staying on course (versus swerving), sparing passengers (versus pedestrians), sparing more lives (versus fewer lives), sparing men (versus women), sparing the young (versus the elderly), sparing pedestrians who cross legally (versus jaywalking), sparing the fit (versus the less fit), and sparing those with higher social status (versus lower social status). Additional characters were included in some scenarios (for example, criminals, pregnant women or doctors), who were not linked to any of these nine factors. These characters mostly served to make scenarios less repetitive for the users. After completing a 13-accident session, participants could complete a survey that collected, among other variables, demographic information such as gender, age, income, and education, as well as religious and political attitudes. Participants were geolocated so that their coordinates could be used in a clustering analysis that sought to identify groups of countries or territories with homogeneous vectors of moral preferences.
Here we report the findings of the Moral Machine experiment, focusing on four levels of analysis, and considering for each level of analysis how the Moral Machine results can trace our path to universal machine ethics. First, what are the relative importances of the nine preferences we explored on the platform, when data are aggregated worldwide? Second, does the intensity of each preference depend on the individual characteristics of respondents? Third, can we identify clusters of countries with homogeneous vectors of moral preferences? And fourth, do cultural and economic variations between countries predict variations in their vectors of moral preferences?
Global preferences
To test the relative importance of the nine preferences simultaneously explored by the Moral Machine, we used conjoint analysis to compute the average marginal component effect (AMCE) of each attribute (male character versus female character, passengers versus pedestrians, and so on) 18 . Figure 2a shows the unbiased estimates of nine AMCEs extracted from the Moral Machine data. In each row, the bar shows the difference between the probability of sparing characters with the attribute on the right side, and the probability of sparing the characters with the attribute on the left side, over the joint distribution of all other attributes (see Supplementary Information for computational details and assumptions, and see Extended Data Figs.1, 2 for robustness checks).
As shown in Fig. 2a , the strongest preferences are observed for sparing humans over animals, sparing more lives, and sparing young lives. Accordingly, these three preferences may be considered essential building blocks for machine ethics, or at least essential topics to be considered by policymakers. Indeed, these three preferences differ starkly in the level of controversy they are likely to raise among ethicists.
Consider, as a case in point, the ethical rules proposed in 2017 by the German Ethics Commission on Automated and Connected Driving 19 . This report represents the first and only attempt so far to provide official guidelines for the ethical choices of autonomous vehicles. As such, it provides an important context for interpreting our findings and their relevance to other countries that might attempt to follow the German example in the future. German Ethical Rule number 7 unambiguously states that in dilemma situations, the protection of human life should enjoy top priority over the protection of other animal life. This rule is in clear agreement with social expectations assessed through the Moral Machine. On the other hand, German Ethical Rule number 9 does not take a clear stance on whether and when autonomous vehicles should be programmed to sacrifice the few to spare the many, but leaves this possibility open: it is important, thus, to know that there would be strong public agreement with such programming, even if it is not mandated through regulation.
By contrast, German Ethical Rule number 9 also states that any distinction based on personal features, such as age, should be prohibited. This clearly clashes with the strong preference for sparing the young (such as children) that is assessed through the Moral Machine (see Fig. 2b for a stark illustration: the four most spared characters are the baby, the little girl, the little boy, and the pregnant woman). This does not mean that policymakers should necessarily go with public opinion and allow autonomous vehicles to preferentially spare children, or, for that matter, women over men, athletes over overweight persons, or executives over homeless persons-for all of which we see weaker but clear effects. But given the strong preference for sparing children, policymakers must be aware of a dual challenge if they decide not to give a special status to children: the challenge of explaining the rationale for such a decision, and the challenge of handling the strong backlash that will inevitably occur the day an autonomous vehicle sacrifices children in a dilemma situation.
Individual variations
We assessed individual variations by further analysing the responses of the subgroup of Moral Machine users (n = 492,921) who completed the optional demographic survey on age, education, gender, income, and political and religious views, to assess whether preferences were modulated by these six characteristics. First, when we include all six characteristic variables in regression-based estimators of each of the nine attributes, we find that individual variations have no sizable impact on any of the nine attributes (all below 0.1; see Extended Data Table 1 ). Of these, the most notable effects are driven by gender and religiosity of respondents. For example, male respondents are 0.06% less inclined to spare females, whereas one increase in standard deviation of religiosity of the respondent is associated with 0.09% more inclination to spare humans.
More importantly, none of the six characteristics splits its subpopulations into opposing directions of effect. On the basis of a unilateral dichotomization of each of the six attributes, resulting in two subpopulations for each, the difference in probability (ΔP) has a positive value for all considered subpopulations. For example, both male and female respondents indicated preference for sparing females, but the latter group showed a stronger preference (Extended Data Fig. 3 ). In summary, the individual variations that we observe are theoretically important, but not essential information for policymakers.
Cultural clusters
Geolocation allowed us to identify the country of residence of Moral Machine respondents, and to seek clusters of countries with homogeneous vectors of moral preferences. We selected the 130 countries with at least 100 respondents (n range 101-448,125), standardized the nine target AMCEs of each country, and conducted a hierarchical clustering on these nine scores, using Euclidean distance and Ward's minimum variance method 20 . This analysis identified three distinct 'moral clusters' of countries. These are shown in The first cluster (which we label the Western cluster) contains North America as well as many European countries of Protestant, Catholic, and Orthodox Christian cultural groups. The internal structure within this cluster also exhibits notable face validity, with a sub-cluster containing Scandinavian countries, and a sub-cluster containing Commonwealth countries.
The second cluster (which we call the Eastern cluster) contains many far eastern countries such as Japan and Taiwan that belong to the Confucianist cultural group, and Islamic countries such as Indonesia, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia.
The third cluster (a broadly Southern cluster) consists of the Latin American countries of Central and South America, in addition to some countries that are characterized in part by French influence (for example, metropolitan France, French overseas territories, and territories that were at some point under French leadership). Latin American countries are cleanly separated in their own sub-cluster within the Southern cluster.
To rule out the potential effect of language, we found that the same clusters also emerged when the clustering analysis was restricted to participants who relied only on the pictorial representations of the dilemmas, without accessing their written descriptions (Extended Data Fig. 4 ).
This clustering pattern (which is fairly robust; Extended Data Fig. 5 ) suggests that geographical and cultural proximity may allow groups of territories to converge on shared preferences for machine ethics. Between-cluster differences, though, may pose greater problems. As shown in Fig. 3b , clusters largely differ in the weight they give to some preferences. For example, the preference to spare younger characters rather than older characters is much less pronounced for countries in the Eastern cluster, and much higher for countries in the Southern cluster. The same is true for the preference for sparing higher status characters. Similarly, countries in the Southern cluster exhibit a much weaker preference for sparing humans over pets, compared to the other two clusters. Only the (weak) preference for sparing pedestrians over passengers and the (moderate) preference for sparing the lawful over the unlawful appear to be shared to the same extent in all clusters.
Finally, we observe some striking peculiarities, such as the strong preference for sparing women and the strong preference for sparing fit characters in the Southern cluster. All the patterns of similarities and differences unveiled in Fig. 3b , though, suggest that manufacturers and policymakers should be, if not responsive, at least cognizant of moral preferences in the countries in which they design artificial intelligence systems and policies. Whereas the ethical preferences of the public should not necessarily be the primary arbiter of ethical policy, the people's willingness to buy autonomous vehicles and tolerate them on the roads will depend on the palatability of the ethical rules that are adopted.
Country-level predictors
Preferences revealed by the Moral Machine are highly correlated to cultural and economic variations between countries. These correlations provide support for the external validity of the platform, despite the self-selected nature of our sample. Although we do not attempt to pin down the ultimate reason or mechanism behind these correlations, we document them here as they point to possible deeper explanations of the cross-country differences and the clusters identified above.
As an illustration, consider the distance between the United States and other countries in terms of the moral preferences extracted from the Moral Machine ('MM distance'). Figure 4c shows a substantial Fig. 2 | Global preferences. a, AMCE for each preference. In each row, ΔP is the difference between the probability of sparing characters possessing the attribute on the right, and the probability of sparing characters possessing the attribute on the left, aggregated over all other attributes. For example, for the attribute age, the probability of sparing young characters is 0.49 (s.e. = 0.0008) greater than the probability of sparing older characters. The 95% confidence intervals of the means are omitted owing to their insignificant width, given the sample size (n = 35.2 million). For the number of characters (No. characters), effect sizes are shown for each number of additional characters (1 to 4; n 1 = 1.52 million, n 2 = 1.52 million, n 3 = 1.52 million, n 4 = 1.53 million); the effect size for two additional characters overlaps with the mean effect of the attribute. AV, autonomous vehicle. b, Relative advantage or penalty for each character, compared to an adult man or woman. For each character, ΔP is the difference the between the probability of sparing this character (when presented alone) and the probability of sparing one adult man or woman (n = 1 million). For example, the probability of sparing a girl is 0.15 (s.e. = 0.003) higher than the probability of sparing an adult man or woman.
Article reSeArcH correlation (ρ = 0.49) between this MM distance and the cultural distance from the United States based on the World Values Survey 22 . In other words, the more culturally similar a country is to the United States, the more similarly its people play the Moral Machine.
Next, we highlight four important cultural and economic predictors of Moral Machine preferences. First, we observe systematic differences between individualistic cultures and collectivistic cultures 23 . Participants from individualistic cultures, which emphasize the distinctive value of each individual 23 , show a stronger preference for sparing the greater number of characters (Fig. 4a) . Furthermore, participants from collectivistic cultures, which emphasize the respect that is due to older members of the community 23 , show a weaker preference for sparing younger characters (Fig. 4a, inset) . Because the preference for sparing the many and the preference for sparing the young are arguably the most important for policymakers to consider, this split between individualistic and collectivistic cultures may prove an important obstacle for universal machine ethics (see Supplementary Information) .
Another important (yet under-discussed) question for policymakers to consider is the importance of whether pedestrians are abiding by or violating the law. Should those who are crossing the street illegally benefit from the same protection as pedestrians who cross legally? Or should the primacy of their protection in comparison to other ethical priorities be reduced? We observe that prosperity (as indexed by GDP per capita 24 ) and the quality of rules and institutions (as indexed by the Rule of Law 25 ) correlate with a greater preference against pedestrians who cross illegally (Fig. 4b) . In other words, participants from countries that are poorer and suffer from weaker institutions are more tolerant of pedestrians who cross illegally, presumably because of their experience of lower rule compliance and weaker punishment of rule deviation 26 . This observation limits the generalizability of the recent German ethics guideline, for example, which state that "parties involved in the generation of mobility risks must not sacrifice non-involved parties. " (see Supplementary Information) .
Finally, our data reveal a set of preferences in which certain characters are preferred for demographic reasons. First, we observe that higher country-level economic inequality (as indexed by the country's Gini coefficient) corresponds to how unequally characters of different social status are treated. Those from countries with less economic equality between the rich and poor also treat the rich and poor less equally in the Moral Machine. This relationship may be explained by regular encounters with inequality seeping into people's moral preferences, or perhaps because broader egalitarian norms affect both how 
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Af gh an ist an Arg ent ina Ur ug ua y Bo liv ia Ec ua do r C ol om b ia V en ez u el a P a n a m a P h il ip p in e s C much inequality a country is willing to tolerate at the societal level, and how much inequality participants endorse in their Moral Machine judgments. Second, the differential treatment of male and female characters in the Moral Machine corresponded to the country-level gender gap in health and survival (a composite in which higher scores indicated higher ratios of female to male life expectancy and sex ratio at birth-a marker of female infanticide and anti-female sex-selective abortion). In nearly all countries, participants showed a preference for female characters; however, this preference was stronger in nations with better health and survival prospects for women. In other words, in places where there is less devaluation of women's lives in health and at birth, males are seen as more expendable in Moral Machine decision-making (Fig. 4e) . While not aiming to pin down the causes of this variation in Extended Data Table 2 , we nevertheless provide a regression analysis that demonstrates that the results hold when controlling for several potentially confounding factors.
Discussion
Never in the history of humanity have we allowed a machine to autonomously decide who should live and who should die, in a fraction of a second, without real-time supervision. We are going to cross that bridge any time now, and it will not happen in a distant theatre of military operations; it will happen in that most mundane aspect of our lives, everyday transportation. Before we allow our cars to make ethical decisions, we need to have a global conversation to express our preferences to the companies that will design moral algorithms, and to the policymakers that will regulate them.
The Moral Machine was deployed to initiate such a conversation, and millions of people weighed in from around the world. Respondents could be as parsimonious or thorough as they wished in the ethical framework they decided to follow. They could engage in a complicated weighting of all nine variables used in the Moral Machine, or adopt simple rules such as 'let the car always go onward' . Our data helped us to identify three strong preferences that can serve as building blocks for discussions of universal machine ethics, even if they are not ultimately endorsed by policymakers: the preference for sparing human lives, the preference for sparing more lives, and the preference for sparing young lives. Some preferences based on gender or social status vary considerably across countries, and appear to reflect underlying societal-level preferences for egalitarianism 27 . The Moral Machine project was atypical in many respects. It was atypical in its objectives and ambitions: no research has previously attempted to measure moral preferences using a nine-dimensional experimental design in more than 200 countries. To achieve this unusual objective, we deployed a viral online platform, hoping that we would reach out to vast numbers of participants. This allowed us to collect data from millions of people over the entire world, a feat that would be nearly impossibly hard and costly to achieve through standard academic survey methods. For example, recruiting nationally representative samples of participants in hundreds of countries would already be extremely difficult, but testing a nine-factorial design in each of these samples would verge on impossible. Our approach allowed us to bypass these difficulties, but its downside is that our sample is selfselected, and not guaranteed to exactly match the socio-demographics of each country (Extended Data Fig. 6 ). The fact that the cross-societal variation we observed aligns with previously established cultural clusters, as well as the fact that macro-economic variables are predictive of Moral Machine responses, are good signals about the reliability of our data, as is our post-stratification analysis (Extended Data Fig. 7 and Supplementary Information). But the fact that our samples are not guaranteed to be representative means that policymakers should not embrace our data as the final word on societal preferences-even if our sample is arguably close to the internet-connected, tech-savvy population that is interested in driverless car technology, and more likely to participate in early adoption.
Even with a sample size as large as ours, we could not do justice to all of the complexity of autonomous vehicle dilemmas. For example, we did not introduce uncertainty about the fates of the characters, and we did not introduce any uncertainty about the classification of these characters. In our scenarios, characters were recognized as adults, children, and so on with 100% certainty, and life-and-death outcomes were predicted with 100% certainty. These assumptions are technologically unrealistic, but they were necessary to keep the project tractable. Similarly, we did not manipulate the hypothetical relationship between respondents and characters (for example, relatives or spouses). Our previous work did not find a strong effect of this variable on moral preferences 12 . Indeed, we can embrace the challenges of machine ethics as a unique opportunity to decide, as a community, what we believe to be right or wrong; and to make sure that machines, unlike humans, unerringly follow these moral preferences. We might not reach universal agreement: even the strongest preferences expressed through the Moral Machine showed substantial cultural variations, and our project builds on a long tradition of investigating cultural variations in ethical judgments 28 . But the fact that broad regions of the world displayed relative agreement suggests that our journey to consensual machine ethics is not doomed from the start. Attempts at establishing broad ethical codes for intelligent machines, such as the Asilomar AI Principles 29 , often recommend that machine ethics should be aligned with human values. These codes seldom recognize, though, that humans experience inner conflict, interpersonal disagreements, and cultural dissimilarities in the moral domain [30] [31] [32] . We have shown that these conflicts, disagreements, and dissimilarities, while substantial, may not be fatal.
Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source data, statements of data availability and associated accession codes are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0637-6. a, Association between individualism and the preference for sparing more characters (n = 87), or the preference for sparing the young (inset; n = 87). b, Association between the preference for sparing the lawful and each of rule of law (n = 122) and log GDP per capita (pc) (inset; n = 110). c, Association between cultural distance from the United States and MM distance (distance in terms of the moral preferences extracted from the Moral Machine) from the United States (n = 72). d, Association between economic inequality (Gini coefficient) and the preference for sparing higher status (n = 98). e, Association between the gender gap in health and survival and the preference for sparing females (n = 104).
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MEthodS
This study was approved by the Institute Review Board (IRB) at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The authors complied with all relevant ethical considerations. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments were randomized and the investigators were blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome assessment.
The Moral Machine website was designed to collect data on the moral acceptability of decisions made by autonomous vehicles in situations of unavoidable accidents, in which they must decide who is spared and who is sacrificed. The Moral Machine was deployed in June 2016. In October 2016, a feature was added that offered users the option to fill a survey about their demographics, political views, and religious beliefs. Between November 2016 and March 2017, the website was progressively translated into nine languages in addition to English (Arabic, Chinese, French, German, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish).
While the Moral Machine offers four different modes (see Supplementary Information), the focus of this article is on the central data-gathering feature of the website, called the Judge mode. In this mode, users are presented with a series of dilemmas in which the autonomous vehicle must decide between two different outcomes. In each dilemma, one outcome amounts to sparing a group of 1 to 5 characters (chosen from a sample of 20 characters, Fig. 2b ) and killing another group of 1 to 5 characters. The other outcome reverses the fates of the two groups. The only task of the user is to choose between the two outcomes, as a response to the question "What should the self-driving car do?" Users have the option to click on a button labelled 'see description' to display a complete text description of the characters in the two groups, together with their fate in each outcome.
While users can go through as many dilemmas as they wish, dilemmas are generated in sessions of 13. Within each session, one dilemma is entirely random. The other 12 dilemmas are sampled from a space of approximately 26 million possibilities (see below). Accordingly, it is extremely improbable for a given user to see the same dilemma twice, regardless of how many dilemmas they choose to go through, or how many times they visit the Moral Machine.
Leaving aside the one entirely random dilemma, there are two dilemmas within each session that focus on each of six dimensions of moral preferences: character gender, character age, character physical fitness, character social status, character species, and character number. Furthermore, each dilemma simultaneously randomizes three additional attributes: which group of characters will be spared if the car does nothing; whether the two groups are pedestrians, or whether one group is in the car; and whether the pedestrian characters are crossing legally or illegally. This exploration strategy is supported by a dilemma generation algorithm (see Supplementary Information, which also provides extensive descriptions of statistical analyses, robustness checks, and tests of internal and external validity).
After completing a session of 13 dilemmas, users are presented with a summary of their decisions: which character they spared the most; which character they sacrificed the most; and the relative importance of the nine target moral dimensions in their decisions, compared to their importance to the average of all other users so far. Users have the option to share this summary with their social network. Either before or after they see this summary (randomized order), users are asked whether they want to "help us better understand their decisions. " Users who click 'yes' are directed to a survey of their demographic, political, and religious characteristics. They also have the option to edit the summary of their decisions, to tell us about the self-perceived importance of the nine dimensions in their decisions. These self-perceptions were not analysed in this article.
The country from which users access the website is geo-localized through the IP address of their computer or mobile device. This information is used to compute a vector of moral preferences for each country. In turn, these moral vectors are used both for cultural clustering, and for country-level correlations between moral preferences and socio-economic indicators. The source and period of reference for each socio-economic indicator are detailed in the Supplementary Information.
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Data collection
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Data was preprocessed and analyzed using Python (Jupyter 3.0), R (RStudio 3.4.1), and SPSS.
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Study description
This study uses quantitative data collected from an online website designed as a randomized controlled multi-factorial design experiment.
Research sample
Research sample is Internet users who chose to visit the website and contribute to the data. Research sample has 2.3M users. The demographic information is only available for 586K users (aged between 15-75; 27% are females and 2% are "others"). Detailed info and figures about demographics of users are included in the SI document.
Sampling strategy
The sample is self-selected. There was no power calculation. Sample size is 2.3M participants. For the country-level data, as a rule of thumb, a country is included in the analysis if we have at least 100 participants from it (sample size range: [101 -448,125]).
Data collection
Data was collected via the website http://moralmachine.mit.edu. Allocations of users to conditions was done automatically by the website, and so all researchers were blind to the experimental conditions. Data was stored in a MongoDB data base on a remote server.
Timing
Website was deployed on June 23rd, 2016. The data used in the analysis was collected continuously up until Dec 20th, 2017
Data exclusions
The main analysis excluded responses for which the participant took more than 30 min. This resulted in the exclusion of 33,838 responses (out of 39.6M). This criteria was established after collecting the data. The time was chosen arbitrarily but choosing more or less time has inconsequential effect on the results. Additionally, robustness checks were performed in which we show that neither the exclusion of unfinished sessions (sessions in which strictly less than 13 tasks were answered), nor the exclusion of responses after the end of the first session by the same respondent have any consequential effect on results. Analysis that relates to age of participants excluded responses for which the indicated age falls outside the range (15-75).
Non-participation
Out of 2.86M completed sessions (13 scenarios), 43,979 sessions were opted out for. The number of participants dropping out (out of 2.3M) is hard to exactly know, but is comparable to the number of dropped out sessions. We did not collect the reasons to drop out.
Randomization
Users who visit the website get presented with 13 scenarios that are dawn from six main different conditions (2 scenarios from each condition + 1 fully random scenario). The six conditions vary the following aspect of characters: age, gender, fitness level, social status, number, and whether they are humans or pets. In conjunction with these six conditions, three main conditions were randomized: interventionism, relation to AV, and legality. Within each main condition, characters are sampled from a set of 20 characters (e.g. adult male, female athlete, homeless person, etc.).
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